
Full CMF Palette Including Matt Finishing

Bright ideas.  
Brilliant solutions.

SSUL-X11 extends the existing SSUL-X 
range to its narrowest width yet – 11mm. 
This narrower option makes a significant 
difference to cabin aesthetics.  A discreet 
accent during daylight, with the ability 
to match cabin surroundings, whilst 
maintaining passenger safety requirements. 

World’s Narrowest Emergency 
Floor Path Marking System

Single Multi Model STC

SSUL-X11

Narrowest & Lightest
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FAA / EASA
FAA/EASA approved across 
the majority of aircraft types

Power requirements
Non-electrical,  
self-powered system, 
charged by ambient lighting

UNLIMITED LIFESPAN
No test coupon required 
meaning unlimited life span

Charging time 
5 to 45 minutes, depending 
on aircraft type and 
customer requirements*

Performance
Up to 21 hours  
approved dark duration*

Flammability
Conforms to FAR/CS  
25.853 and RTCA/DO-160G

Durability  
Surpasses 20,000 
cycle, 300lbs severe 
load galley cart test

Radioactivity 
Non-radioactive 

Cleaning 
Warm water and soap or mild 
detergents recommended

Environmental
All products approved 
to RTCA/DO-160G

Storage temperature
-55ºC to +80ºC

Operation temperature
-25ºC to +55ºC

UV stability 
MIL STD 810F

Fluids resistance 
Resistant to a wide range  
of drinks and cleaning fluids

Fungus resistance
Fully resistant  
(non-nutrient materials)

* Please contact STG 
Aerospace regarding your 
particular requirements.

 › At 46.5 g/m SSUL-X11 is the lightest product on the market.

 › Automatic activation - No switch needed, just illuminates when needed. Ideal for business 
jets and small fixed wing aircraft (CS23), as well as commercial aircraft types (CS25).

 › Available in green glow and STG’s patented blue glow to complement the aesthetics of 
contemporary cabin designs.

 › SSUL-X11 enhances the look and feel of the cabin. Complimenting the carpet with a 
narrow accent. 

 › Available in a wide range of approved daylight colours, with matt or gloss finish.

 › Bespoke design service available to match product with carpet to create a hidden until 
needed effect. Creating the perception of a continuous floor across the cabin, whilst 
meeting safety requirements.

 › So whether you want to camouflage or contrast your floor path marking with your cabin, 
SSUL-X11 can support your cabin environment.

 › Ability to adjust to required carpet height, up to 12mm thick carpet.

SSUL-X36 SSUL-X11


